Facial Enhancements
Anti-Aging Red Light Therapy | $ 15
Red light helps cells repair themselves and become healthier, giving a more youthful and radiant look.
Acne Blue Light Therapy | $ 15
Can treat multiple skin conditions, such as can improve skin texture and reduce enlarged oil glands. It can also help
remove sun spots, acne, and even scars that were originally caused by acne.
Celluma LED Treatment | $ 25
Uses specific wavelengths of light energy to improve cellular health by accelerating the repair and replenishment of
compromised tissue cells for enhanced skin appearance and pain relief.
Nano Treatment | $ 45
Uses nanotechnology to temporarily create micro-channels in the skin’s surface, allowing products and nutrients to
be deeply penetrated to the dermal layer where collagen stimulation happens.
High Frequency | $ 20
Is a popular skincare technique that is used to treat a variety of conditions, including acne management, enlarged
pores, fine lines and wrinkles, also puffy and dark eyes.
Galvanic Technology | $ 20
Used to stimulate skin cells, soften your skin and drive serums or creams deep into the layers of the skin. Also helps
improv hydration levels and blood circulation to your face.
RF (Radio Frequency) Therapy | $ 20
Uses low energy radiation to heat the deep layer of the skin to stimulate the production of collagen to help improve
signs of wrinkles and sagging skin.
Balancing Yellow Light Therapy | $ 15
Used to increase wound healing, collagen induction, skin hydration and overall health of your skin.
Microdermabrasion | $ 25
Used to exfoliate the skin, reduces signs of aging and helps make the skin look for even.
Gua Sha Crystal Therapy | $ 25
Reduces puffiness, improves blood circulation, lymphatic drainage and skin elasticity. It can also reduce muscle
tension and wrinkles.
Cold Hammer Therapy | $ 25
Treatment used to tighten the skin, as well as to reduce and treat redness of the skin.

Facial Add-ons
Make the most out of your time at Serenity Salt Spa, by adding onto your scheduled service.
Full Face Extractions | $ 10
Full Face “Scrubber” Extractions | $ 20
Hand, Arm and Foot Massage | $ 20
Paraffin Hand and Foot Treatment | $ 25
Hand and Foot Scrub | $15
Scalp and Ear Massage | $ 15
Gua Sha Neck and Shoulders Treatment | $ 25
Bio-Mat | $ 20
Infrared Cocoon | $ 40
Lymphatic Drainage Massage | $ 30

